COMPANY PRESENTATION

Who We Are
Totem Group is a company founded by a team of experienced
professionals in the field of digital printing. Our headquarter and
warehouse are situated in Rousse, Bulgaria.
We are pioneers in creating innovative digital printing concepts
adapted to our customers’ needs and requirements. We have a full
range of solutions for their printing business, providing a
professional consulting and comprehensive planning.
Our installation and training services are the key feature that
differentiates us on the market. All of our engineers are well trained
and certified experts with many years of experience in the digital
printing business. They provide training for the operators, tuning
and calibration of the entire production lines and color profiling for
achieving brilliant results.
As an official distributor and service partner of multiple leading
manufacturers in the field of digital printing, our brand portfolio
offers a wide variety of printers, cutters, calenders, heat presses,
finishing equipment, technical textiles, inks and software.
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Our Brand Portfolio
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The global leader in the world of digital printing. EFI`s breakthrough technologies
have helped them to develop state-of-the-art technology for signage, packaging, and
textile printing aiming to increase customers competitiveness and productivity.

South Korean manufacturer of large format textile printers for direct and transfer
sublimation printing. The brand is focusing and investing on digital textile printing
solutions based on the world's best technologies.

Another well-known name in our portfolio. We offer the full range of dye-sublimation
transfer printers delivering high-volume prints using the most advanced technologies
without wavering on the quality it produces.

As a pioneer in Direct to Garment printing, Brother always seeks to bring new
features and advanced technology to an industry that demands to be on the cutting
edge. Brother is an industry innovator for over a century.

Italian manufacturer of calenders, laminators and heat presses for dye-sublimation.
Offering a wide variety of solutions meeting the requirements of every single
customer. The brand is a symbol of quality and reliability.

Summa is recognized for its high-quality vinyl cutters, finishing flatbeds and laser
cutters which provide companies in printing, sign-making, textile, industrial and
packaging industries with the most innovative cutting solutions.
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Bullmer GmbH is a mechanical engineering company that produces machines for
cutting and laying technology. Bullmer GmbH is one of the three largest
internationally operating suppliers of innovative laying and cutting machines as well
as material handling systems.

First class laser technology for cutting and engraving non-metal materials. Eurolaser
is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of CO2 laser machines for cutting,
engraving and marking.

Secabo is manufacturer of heat presses, vinyl cutters and digital finishing devices. It
is Secabo's mission to create unique, innovative and high quality machinery for
signmakers.

Since 1993 Flexa have been offering solutions and designing equipment for the
digital print finishing to make your job every day easier and more profitable.

Rollsroller is the leading manufacturer and supplier of products and services for
flatbed laminators. The company has the proprietary and patented ROLLSROLLER®
Flatbed Applicator recognized internationally.

From thread to finished product, PONGS is one of the world's leading manufacturers
of first-class textiles for digital printing in widths up to 505 cm. All products are
REACH compliant and certified to the highest EU standards. Made in Germany.
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Since foundation in 1981 in Korea, Keundo has been dedicated to offer cutting edge
system for the most comprehensive line of products available in the signage industry.
By keeping the high quality and reducing the manufacturing cost, Keundo manages
to bring customers with more cost-performance printers.

The company was found in 1993 as a computer equipment manufacturer. Its
experience in computer equipment enabled it to introduce the first Chinese plotters
with all parts produced in house. In 2004 Liyu entered to the large format printer
market as a unique producer. Today Liyu produces more than 1200 printers yearly.

Sensient is a trusted partner for innovative digital inkjet technology. Their
understanding of the chemistry of color drives quality, safety and compliance
standards in the digital printing business. Sensient were the first to bring the power of
digital inkjet technology to market, and they continue to set the standard.

Founded in 1999, STS Refill Technology is a USA based ink manufacturer delivering
premium quality inks compatible with most major brands of large format printers.
STS inks are made to the highest quality standards and are a perfect match to OEM
inks.

Since 1991, Caldera has been developing high-quality software solutions for
empowering the digital print & cut industry serving the graphics and textile markets.
Caldera is improving the efficiency of the production workflow with advanced
prepress optimization, image processing and color management tools.

Wasatch SoftRIP is sophisticated RIP software made easy. With simple setup,
intuitive workflow, and powerful print controls, SoftRIP saves you time and money
while producing excellent quality color.
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Countries Where We Operate
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Thank You
Totem Group Ltd.
3 Targovska Str.
7005 Rousse
Bulgaria
+359 882 008800
office@totem-group.eu
www.totem-group.eu

